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Details of Visit:

Author: sly one
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 25 Apr 2008 5pm
Duration of Visit: 60
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Cara
Website: http://www.caraofleeds.co.uk
Phone: 07890645383

The Premises:

Nice apartment in a new block opposite the market and bus station. Easy to find and with a car park
opposite, easy to get to had I not been on foot.

The Lady:

Cara is even better looking in the flesh that the pictures on her website suggest. Attractive with a
great natural cleavage. 

The Story:

Appointment started well as we sat in the lounge and was offered a glass of wine as we chatted for
a while before heading to the bedroom. Took a shower in a nicely furnished bathroom before joining
Cara in the bedroom.

She removed her top and jeans (a nice change from visited to parlours where the ladies are
practically undressed when you meet them) and gave me a nice massage for about 5 minutes.

Cara has great oral technique and her OWO was very pleasant but for me the rest of my time there
seemed more like a visit to a parlour than to an independent lady offering a GFE. I had to prompt
her for some kissing which was very brief and for me she was a little too introvert for my liking.

Her website says she has a laid back nature and perhaps me being the same meant that somehow
we didn't connect properly.

After I had come the first time midway through the appointment, I expected more but for Cara that
seemed to be it. There seemed no desire for her to carry on for the 20 or so minutes that I had paid
for.

Cara is a very lovely lady and what happened in the bedroom was very nice but it didn't seem to me
like a true GFE, especially for the price I had paid. 
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